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For Gladys Anne, my aunt, mentor and confidante.  Like Jane, Gladys Anne pursued her own 

calling and, in the process, helped so many others.  Thank you for your love, encouragement 

and for always taking me to the museum.   
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One half of the world cannot understand the pleasures of the other. 

― Jane Austen, Emma 
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Chapter 1 - How My Journey Began 

 

In June 2014, I began a project that would occupy my life for over two years.  My 

journey began when Kaywin Feldman, Duncan and Nivin MacMillan Director and President of 

Minneapolis Institute of Art (Mia), announced at the annual gala that Mia had plans to refurbish 

the period rooms.  Mia asked for donations to supplement grant money for the project.  As an 

avid supporter of Mia and especially its period rooms, I made a contribution to their campaign 

and spent the next few weeks imagining what changes might be possible.  After several months, 

my curiosity got the better of me.  I wanted to know how much change Mia was interested in 

making.  Were they open to significantly altering the use of these rooms?  I wrote an email to 

Feldman, telling her of my interest in this project and my professional qualifications; my career 

has been spent in corporate exhibit design and marketing and I was currently a Master of 

Liberal Studies student with a Museum Studies minor.  Weeks later, I received a return email 

from Feldman who asked me to come to Mia for a meeting.  There I met with Feldman and Alex 

Bortolot, Content Strategist; I listened as they talked about their future direction for the period 

rooms.  I was happy to discover Mia was open to new ideas and interested in ways to improve 

the visitors’ experience in these rooms.   

After this meeting, my imagination overflowed with ideas for Mia’s period rooms.  I 

emailed Bortolot regularly with various ideas over the next five months.  He was courteous 

about my persistence; he always responded to my emails and eventually asked me to come back 
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for another meeting.  During this time, my biggest hope was that Mia might allow me to be a 

part of the period room project in some small capacity as a volunteer; I never imagined it would 

be anything more.   

 As the months rolled by, I submitted a plethora of ideas for the period rooms; I met with 

Bortolot to discuss some of them.  During this time, I learned more about Mia’s structure and 

processes.  At each meeting I took notes, and afterwards incorporated his direction into my idea 

development.  To his information, I added my own “wish list” of what I thought an ideal period 

room would be.  By imaginatively exploring my ideal period room, I found that three goals 

emerged: first, to give the visitor an opportunity to truly experience the room instead of just 

looking at it; second, to give the visitor a reason to stay in the room for a while; and third, to 

narrate the room through objects and interactive elements that could be handled (instead of just 

reading signage).   

Ultimately, the idea that emerged to fulfill all these requirements was the creation of a 

reading room; but, what kind of reading room?  A focal point was necessary.  Over many years, 

I gained a great respect for Jane Austen as an author and an interest in her lifestyle.  As Jane’s 

literature was not a part of my high school curriculum, my interest in Jane began with the 1995 

movie, Sense and Sensibility, starring Emma Thompson.  This movie captured my imagination; 

the language, the story and the costumes were all fascinating.  In addition, I saw my own family 

in Jane’s Sense and Sensibility as it was the story of a widow and her three daughters and the 

plight in which they find themselves after the death of the matriarch’s husband.  This story was 

familiar to me; I wondered how a story written so long ago could still resonate so strongly 

today.  I committed to learn more about Jane, her life and times; this is what ultimately led me 

to pursue a graduate degree at the University of Minnesota.  I hoped through formal study I 
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would be able to answer questions I had about Jane.  What made this author so special that her 

popularity would endure two hundred years?  What factors and personal relationships did Jane 

have in her life that helped her become a published author?  How was Jane able to depict such 

literary realism in her characters and situations when her own life was short and somewhat 

confined?  How might an exhibit designer put this information together to tell Jane’s story in a 

way relatable to a highly varied twenty-first-century audience?  

I approached Bortolot with the concept of creating a Jane Austen Reading Room at Mia.  

I had previously noted the visual similarity of Mia’s Queen Anne period room to the former 

home of Jane’s brother, Edward, in Hampshire County England and knew that people were 

allowed to walk inside the room.  Consequently, I proposed to Bortolot that we convert this 

room into a reading room focused on Jane Austen and her sources of creative inspiration.  Much 

to my surprise, the idea was accepted!  As Bortolot and I reviewed this possibility, we walked 

through the Queen Anne period room which quite uniquely attached to the Georgian Room; I 

mentioned to Bortolot that 2016 was the two hundredth anniversary of the publishing of Jane 

Austen’s beloved novel, Emma, and that the Georgian Room looked like a room in the main 

protagonist’s home.  Bortolot enthusiastically stated that if the adjoining Queen Anne room was 

going to become a Jane Austen Reading Room containing books that were inspiration for Jane’s 

novels, it would make sense that the Georgian Room could be fashioned as the manifestation of 

that imagination, a room in Emma’s home.  It was at this point that Bortolot introduced me to 

Nicole LaBouff, Assistant Curator of Textiles.  The three of us met regularly over the following 

months to talk about this idea.  I created a working document of the proposed project using 

plenty of visuals.  I submitted this document to Bortolot and LaBouff each time we met and 
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added new information to the document after every meeting.  Soon, the document became a 

blueprint of an interesting installation.  The project showed signs of becoming a reality.  

To prepare for this reality, I took several interdisciplinary steps in furthering my 

understanding of both Jane and re-vamping a museum period room.  For instance, I took two 

Liberal Studies classes, both of which focused on innovation.  In these two classes, I submitted 

proposed ideas for Mia’s Jane Austen Reading Room (which became abbreviated to JARR) and 

the accompanying Emma period room as class assignments.  Through the assigned readings, 

comments of instructors and the other class participants, I refined my ideas as well as gained 

new approaches.  I also visited England.  There, I took photos of the places and buildings 

associated with Jane and talked with the staff who had devoted their careers to preserving her 

work.  I visited the British Library and reviewed some of Jane’s correspondence in the 

Manuscripts Department and viewed Jane’s travel desk that was on display there.  I also visited 

the Victoria and Albert Museum in London to see the techniques that museum used to tell the 

story of Regency England.  Finally, I joined the Minnesota Chapter of the Jane Austen Society of 

North America (JASNA).  In this organization, I found an extremely friendly group of people 

with similar interests who were also very knowledgeable and devoted to Jane Austen.   

This multi-faceted approach led me to present a unique project to Mia – one that 

capitalized on the mainstream popularity of Jane Austen to create a new type of period room 

installation that was interactive in a variety of ways and offered its visitors a warm and 

comfortable environment to explore classic literature.  The JARR and Emma Rooms opened in 

November 2015 and are scheduled to remain open until October 2016. 
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Chapter 2 - The Argument and Approach 

In this study, I argue that the connection provided by Jane Austen’s relationship with 

her prosperous brother, Edward Austen Knight, greatly contributed to the writing, publishing 

and commercial success of her novel, Emma.  The influence of Edward’s wealth and social status 

on Jane’s achievement as a published author can be demonstrated by exploring two areas:  the 

knowledge and imaginative stimulation Jane acquired through daily contact with the landed-

gentry and their affluent way of life, and the role that status and privilege played in Jane’s level 

of confidence.  When considered together, these factors present Jane as a thoughtful, mature 

writer and a self-assured person. 

The daily exposure to an elite way of life fed Jane’s imagination to create and write 

stories that included various social and economic groups – rich and poor, privileged and 

deprived.  Jane’s knowledge of, and experience with, these divergent groups allowed her to 

address both groups with empathy and dignity, particularly in her novel Emma.  Jane’s 

comprehensive viewpoint was new at the time and appealed to a vast array of people, 

particularly the “style-makers” of the day providing a degree of social bridging between these 

groups. 

Jane’s status and life of privilege gave her a level of self-confidence to connect and 

negotiate with luminaries of the day such as England’s most famous publisher, John Murray, 

and James Stanier Clarke, librarian to the Prince Regent (later George IV).  This confidence can 

be shown by exploring Jane’s interactions with these two people and the title pages of Emma.  
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The endorsement of these celebrity personalities ensured the popular appeal of Emma and 

legitimized her as a successful novelist.   

I also argue that this information can be merged together and used to provide a unique 

period room experience for museum visitors.  By capitalizing on the mainstream popularity of 

Jane Austen and creating opportunities for the visitor to touch, explore and use materials in 

these rooms, these spaces can be changed from passive to active spaces, sparking a different 

type of interest in period rooms at Mia and creating a new audience for classic literature. 

To achieve these goals, it was important to create an accessible, unintimidating 

atmosphere for museum visitors.  Because Mia’s visitors are of all ages and backgrounds, the 

communicative methods needed to be approachable for a wide spectrum of people, including 

those who were familiar with Jane’s novels and those who knew little to nothing about her; 

therefore, I employed various types of media, both print and video.   

Printed media took the form of making different kinds of books available to the visitor, 

books the visitor examined under glass and books the visitor was able to handle and read.  The 

book collection included both fiction and biographies with some books written in the eighteenth 

century and some written in the twenty-first century.  The common element in the selection was 

that all the books related to Jane in some way.  Other printed elements of the installation 

included a few portraits and landscapes that visually related to Jane and Edward and explained 

how Edward’s grand home at Chawton influenced Jane on her to way to becoming a published 

author.       

Video support for the installation was also undertaken.  My original intention was to 

create a video entitled Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room that would welcome guests to 

the installation, tell them a little about Jane as an author and let visitors know what to expect 
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when they entered the room.  However, the video aspect of the project expanded and ultimately 

resulted in two additional videos, Jane Austen’s World which contained interviews with some of 

the professionals who have devoted their career to preserving Jane’s legacy, and The Jane Austen 

Society of North America Annual General Meeting 2015 which contained interviews with a wide 

array of Jane scholars and enthusiasts (Janites, as they refer to themselves).  Daniel H. Pink 

stated in his book A Whole New Mind, “Stories are easier to remember – because in many ways, 

stories are how we remember” and that “Story exists where high concept and high touch 

intersect.  Story is high concept because it sharpens our understanding of one thing by showing 

it in the context of something else” (Pink 101, 103).  The personal stories told by the interviewees 

in these videos added a human warmth that would not have been possible to capture otherwise.   

To produce the interactive components of the museum installation, I kept one main goal 

in mind:  to create a transformational learning experience that bridged age, gender and social 

differences so every visitor would leave the museum knowing more about classic literature than 

when they arrived.  To make sure my approach was fresh and that the room offered a wide 

range of activities, I focused on “opposites” of what one normally expects in a period room.  

Michael Michalko refers to this technique as “True and False” in his book, Thinkertoys.  

Michalko notes, “Thinking in terms of contradictions and paradoxes are hallmarks of creative 

thinking” and that “Psychologically reversing the way we perceive our image helps us 

understand a mirror.  In the same way, thinking paradoxically may lead to a different insight or 

breakthrough idea”   (Michalko 248, 255).   This direction told me that I wanted the visitor to 

touch objects in a traditionally “no touch” area; I wanted sound where it was usually quiet; and, 

I wanted to create a way the visitor could sit, relax and become a part of the installation instead 

of standing by and looking inside as a passive viewer.  
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 When designing this installation, I looked to Daniel H. Pink who wrote, “Design is a 

classic whole-minded aptitude…..it is a combination of utility and significance…to be a 

designer is to be an agent of change” (Pink 70, 86).  It is with this open-minded attitude that I 

looked to the pages of Jane’s life, her novel Emma and her relationship with her brother, 

Edward, and used this information to give the visitor a sense of Jane’s comfortable physical 

surroundings and explain the impact it had on her.  For example, to highlight Jane’s level of 

education, I emphasized the vast number and various types of books available to her; to 

provide evidence of Jane’s rising confidence level, I exhibited the letters she wrote describing 

her interactions with prominent public figures of the day; and, to demonstrate Jane’s 

knowledge of an affluent lifestyle I pointed to the luxurious material possessions she noted in 

her novel, Emma.  By using so many different ways to communicate with the museum visitor 

and furnishing them with a comfortable environment, I had cast a large net that would cross 

educational, social and economic barriers in the same manner as Jane did in her own work.   

It is important to point out that much has already been written about Jane Austen.  Her 

life has been well-researched and a multitude of excellent biographies exist.  In light of this, the 

following chapters do not attempt to provide an extensive discourse of Jane and Edward’s lives.  

Instead, the next two chapters will provide the reader with the basic familial, social and 

economic structure of their lives that is critical to understanding the motives and methods 

behind “Exhibiting Jane” at Mia.   
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Chapter 3 - Jane’s Path to Chawton 

Jane was born in 1775 in the small English village of Steventon, the seventh child of 

eight, to the Reverend George Austen and his wife, Cassandra.  In addition to their own full 

house, the Reverend Austen also tutored and housed numerous male students for extra money.  

Although a middle-class did not technically exist during Jane’s time, Jane’s family would be 

considered close to that categorization as they were neither rich nor poor.  What was 

particularly advantageous for Jane was that she grew up in a household that centered on 

reading and learning.   

According to Deidre Le Faye in her book, Jane Austen’s Country Life: Uncovering the Rural 

Backdrop to Her Life, Her Letters and Her Novels, Jane and her sister, Cassandra, had access to a 

multitude of books of varying subjects.  Unlike most people of that that time, the Reverend 

Austen had a private library that housed copies of Pope, Gray and Shakespeare.  The sisters 

devoured the books and often used them as a catalyst to write their own stories.  Jane was a 

productive adolescent writer and created numerous essays.  According to Le Faye, “These early 

essays are now known collectively as her Juvenilia; they are dedicated to various members of 

the Austen family, and were evidently intended to be read aloud in the fireside circle” (Le Faye 

60).  The Reverend Austen continued to further Jane’s active imagination and gift for story-

telling by purchasing the teenage Jane a portable writing desk for her birthday (Fig. 1).  This gift 

was significant and was one of Jane’s most-valued possessions.  It remained with her 

throughout her life, held her letters, manuscripts and money and is now housed at the British 

Library.   
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When Jane’s childhood is considered in the context of most rural families of the late 

eighteen century, Jane had the advantage of more education and material possessions than most 

people.  However, Jane’s comfortable life was not to last.  Her life became significantly more 

challenging in the year 1800 when the Reverend Austen retired; this retirement would prompt 

Jane’s family to move to Bath and coincide with the beginning of the family’s financial decline.   

 

 

Figure 1 - Jane Austen's portable writing desk at the British Library, London. 
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When Reverend Austen unexpectedly died in 1805, Jane, her sister and mother were suddenly 

left without a home and with a limited financial income.  Selling most of their material 

possessions, the Austen women began a rather nomadic existence, moving from place to place 

staying with various family members.  The Austen women became more financially 

disadvantaged with each year that passed.  This experience gave Jane a front-seat view of what 

it was like to be impoverished and completely dependent on others.  Her contented country life 

no longer existed; Jane put her pen away during this difficult period of her life and produced no 

new writings.   

In 1809, four years after the death of Reverend Austen, Jane’s brother, Edward Austen 

Knight, offered the kind of assistance that would make a milestone difference in all their lives.  

He offered them a cottage on his Chawton estate for the remainder of their lives.  This cottage, 

which is now the Jane Austen House Museum, greatly relieved the Austen women’s burden.  In 

particular, it offered Jane the privacy, stability and contentment to pick up her pen again after 

years of not writing.  Jane’s years at Chawton would become the most productive period of her 

literary career implying that Edward’s generosity directly contributed greatly to Jane becoming 

a published author. Beyond this, Jane’s relationship with Edward offered another significant 

benefit as she would now live in close proximity to his estate, the sprawling Chawton Great 

House.   

Living in the cottage down the lane from Chawton Great House provided Jane the 

opportunity to form a solid relationship with Edward and his large family.  Jane spent time 

with them when they were in residence at Chawton and at Edward’s other estate, 

Godmersham, in Kent.  This close connection with a wealthy, land-owning family such as the 

Knights gave the Austen women a degree of social status in the village and access to the landed-
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gentry’s privileged lives.  For instance, Edward put Jane and Cassandra in charge of 

distributing money and sustenance to the poor of the village, typically the duty of the leading 

family in the village.  Jane’s letters mention “…spending the £10 that Edward put into their 

hands each year so that they could provide small comforts for poor villager” (Slothouber 44).  

Responsibility for the poor is also echoed in Emma as Jane wrote, “Emma was very 

compassionate; and the distresses of the poor were as sure of relief from her personal attention 

and kindness, her counsel and her patience, as from her purse” (Austen 119). 

In addition to having status in her community, Jane’s connection with Edward and his 

children also gave her an understanding of how this upper-echelon of society lived behind 

closed doors.  Through Edward and his family, Jane knew what it was like to belong to the 

leading family in the village and used this information to create the literary realism for which 

she is now known.  To explain Emma’s superior place in society, Jane wrote, “Highbury, the 

large and populous village almost amounting to a town, to which Hartfield, in spite of its 

separate lawn and shrubberies and name, did really belong, afforded her no equals.  The 

Woodhouses were first in consequence there.  All looked up to them” (Austen 33). 

 Unlike most people of her time, Jane moved through many social and economic groups 

in her life.  She experienced comfort and stability in her youth, dependence and instability in 

her middle years and lived a life of privilege the last eight years of her life.  Because of this 

varied experience, Jane had an informed grasp of what life was like for each of these groups and 

extended empathy when describing both groups.  Of Emma’s main protagonist, Jane wrote, 

“Emma Woodhouse, handsome, clever, and rich, with a comfortable home and happy 

disposition, seemed to unite some of the best blessings of existence; and had lived nearly 

twenty-one years in the world with very little to distress or vex her” (Austen 31).  Of the much 
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less fortunate Miss Bates, Jane wrote, “Miss Bates stood in the very worst predicament in the 

world…She had never boasted either beauty or cleverness.  Her youth had passed without 

distinction, and her middle of life was devoted to the care of a failing mother, and the endeavor 

to make a small income go as far as possible  And yet she was a happy woman, and a woman 

whom no one named without good-will” (Austen 50).  Jane used her keen eye and found an 

important piece of the literary puzzle of her time, the unique ability to explore various groups 

of society with intellect, humor and compassion.   
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Chapter 4 - Edward Austen Knight’s Inheritance of  

Chawton Great House 

 

Jane’s brother, Edward Austen, was born in 1767.  His assent from a country parson’s 

son to a land-owner began in 1779 when he came to the attention of a wealthy childless couple, 

the Thomas Knights, distant maternal relatives.  According to Linda Slothouber in her book, 

Jane Austen, Edward Knight and Chawton: Commerce and Community, the Knights doted on young 

twelve-year-old Edward from the moment they met him.  They invited Edward to travel with 

them and to spend long periods of time with them at their many estates, including Chawton 

Great House.  Three years later, the Knights adopted Edward, making him the sole heir to their 

enormous fortune.  From this point forward, they financed and groomed Edward for his future 

role as a member of the landed gentry and vast estate owner.  In 1791, Edward married 

Elizabeth Bridges, a woman from a prominent family and the two immediately set about 

creating their own large family.  Edward took full responsibility for the Knight estates in 1798 

affording him great status, wealth and property. 

Edward’s wife, Elizabeth, died in 1808 soon after giving birth to their eleventh child.  It 

was the following year, in 1809, that the widower, Edward, offered his mother and sisters 

Chawton cottage as their permanent home.  Chawton cottage was more than adequate for the 

Austen women and Edward offered it graciously.  He made them feel welcome by making 

improvements to their cottage.  Slouthouber explained:   

Edward was determined to make it as close to suiting his mother as he could.  

His improvements to the exterior included bricking over a window that faced the 

road and creating a new window on the side, giving a garden view.  A hedge 
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was planted around the grounds, and within its boundaries there was room for a 

shrubbery walk, a small orchard, and gardens where Mrs. Austen enjoyed 

working.  Edward sent workers to make any repairs or improvement his mother 

desired, and he furnished her with all the firewood needed to ensure comfort. 

(Slouthouber 84) 

  Jane forged close ties with Edward’s children and enjoyed her role as Aunt Jane.  These 

relationships, alongside Edward’s inherited wealth and social status, gave Jane access to a 

privileged world and the working knowledge to create a new kind of independent literary 

heroine, Emma.  Emma was the only heroine Jane created who was financially independent; 

Emma did not need or wish to marry.  In the character of Emma, Jane united the desire to 

remain single with the joys of many nieces and nephews, just as in her own life.  In a dialogue 

between Emma and her friend, Harriet, Emma proclaims:   

If I know myself, Harriet, mine is an active, busy mind, with a great many 

independent resources; and I do not perceive why I should be more in want of 

employment at forty or fifty than one-and-twenty…And as for objects of interest, 

objects for the affections, which is in truth the great point of inferiority, the want 

of which is really the great evil to be avoided in not marrying, I shall be very well 

off, with all the children of a sister I love so much, to care about. There will be 

enough of them, in all probability, to supply every sort of sensation that 

declining life can need. There will be enough for every hope and every fear; and 

though my attachment to none can equal that of a parent, it suits my ideas of 

comfort better than what is warmer and blinder. My nephews and nieces! -- I 

shall often have a niece with me (Austen 119). 
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Chapter 5 - Creating the Spirit of Chawton Great House at Mia 

 

To relay the significant role of Edward’s and Jane’s Chawton village location to the 

museum visitor, Mia’s Queen Anne period room (Fig. 2) was re-styled to reflect the atmosphere 

of Chawton Great House, Edward’s former home.  Visually, the Queen Anne room looked 

similar to Chawton Great House; however, technically, there were age differences.  Chawton 

Great House was constructed with Elizabethan wood while Mia’s Queen Anne period room 

was constructed with wood from the period for which it is named.  These differences made it 

important that this installation was composed “in the spirit of Chawton House” rather than a 

re-creation.    

To begin the re-styling, I relied on a combination of what Tom Kelley called “The 

Experience Architect” and “The Set Designer” in his book The Ten Faces of Innovation.  These two 

techniques focus on creating an experience that will “engage the senses, incorporate tactile 

sensations, orchestrate the clever use of sound” and “turn the ordinary into something 

distinctive – even delightful”  (Kelley 169).  Kelley claims that set designers “care about the 

intersection between space and human behavior.  They care about making connections and 

following through on intentions” (Kelley 206). 

Keeping this in mind, I chose a specific part of the Chawton Great House that related to 

Jane, a small room known as Jane’s reading nook (Fig. 3).  On my visit to Chawton, my tour 

guide explained that this small, sunny spot was used by Jane to take a brief break from the 

demands of her many nieces and nephews, Edward’s eleven children.  It seemed an ideal choice 

to emulate this room in the Queen Anne room with its visually-similar heavy, wooden walls 

and small, intimate feel.   
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Figure 2 - Queen Anne period room at the Minneapolis Institute of Art.  Gift of Mrs. John Washburn and Miss Elizabeth Pope 
Washburn in memory of Mr. John Washburn. 

 

 

Figure 3 - Jane Austen reading nook at Chawton House Library, UK. 
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To furnish the JARR, I began by creating an informational video that would hang on a 

wall outside the room.  This video contained beautiful images of the village of Chawton and 

was narrated by Gillian Dow, Executive Director of Chawton House Library.  This three-minute 

video had several important functions:  it created movement, curiosity and encouraged the 

visitor to come inside while it also communicated to the visitor what they can expect to do 

inside the room.  

Upon entering the JARR, the visitor was met with a cozy room enhanced by the warm 

glow of a faux fireplace and the flicker of battery-operated candles (Fig. 4).  The fireplace was 

flanked by two large yellow chairs with special lumbar pillows printed with the words “Sit” 

and “Stay.” The furniture used in this room was purchased by Mia specifically for this project.  

Because the visitor was encouraged to use the items in the room, reproduction and inexpensive 

furniture was a necessary requirement.  These particular chairs were chosen because they were 

designed in a traditional Regency style and were covered in a striking Chrome Yellow fabric, a 

popular color choice in the early nineteenth century.  This color, Chrome Yellow, was also used 

to line the backs of the bookcases and was used as a “color cue” to the visitor, indicating that 

the yellow items were “touchable.” 

In front of the chairs, there was a coffee table covered in Jane-themed books with more 

books located in two bookcases lining the walls of the room.  These “touch-friendly” books 

included paperback and hardcover bindings.  The titles included the six well-known novels 

Jane wrote, an assortment of biographical material on Jane, twenty-first-century spin-off stories 

based on her novels and books that Jane was known to have read.  The selections for this last 

category were based on an essay entitled What Jane Austen Read:  The Chawton Years (Dow and 

Halsey). The purpose of such a vast assortment of reading material was to provide something of 
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interest for a varied audience, even children.  The classic literature choices included annotated 

versions; as well, there were plenty of choices for those who preferred twenty-first-century 

language.  With Jane-inspired children’s books such as Good Night Mr. Darcy available, even the 

youngest visitors to the JARR found a book to enjoy.  

 

 

Figure 4 - The Queen Anne period room re-styled as the Jane Austen Reading Room.  Photo by Minneapolis Institute of Art, 2015. 

 

The visuals for the period room posed a unique set of obstacles.  Because the Queen 

Anne room was an authentic period room, special care was needed to respect the delicate 

nature of the walls and floors.  This posed challenges to traditional methods of communicating 

information to the visitor, as this was usually done by adhering visuals and labeling throughout 

the room.  The number of images would need to be minimized, yet be succinct enough to 

communicate the information to the visitor in shorthand.  To accomplish this task, I looked to 
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the Chawton House Library and the National Portrait Gallery in London and chose four images 

that would best tell the story.   

First, portraits of Jane Austen and Edward Knight were chosen to introduce the visitor 

to the people featured in the installation.  The portrait of Jane is the only verified image of Jane’s 

face and was painted by her sister, Cassandra (Fig. 5).  The portrait of Edward Austen Knight 

was painted at the time of his “Grand Tour” which was a rite of passage for wealthy 

Englishmen, indicative of Edward’s wealth and status (Fig. 6).  As nothing was allowed to sit on 

(or against) the wooden walls, Mia made the decision to print Jane’s and Edward’s portraits in 

the same size on lightweight board and hang them side-by-side over the fireplace suspended by 

light cord similar to fishing line so the walls would not be damaged.   

 

Figure 5 - Jane Austen by Cassandra Austen.   Pencil and watercolour, c. 1810.  National Portrait Gallery, London.   
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Figure 6 - Edward Austen Knight (1768-1852) at the time of his Grand Tour.  Oil on canvas, c. 19
th

 century.  Jane Austen Society, 
on loan to Chawton House Library, UK. 
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Second, a silhouette depicting Edward’s adoption was used to provide a visual 

explanation as to how Edward came to be in such affluent surroundings (Fig. 7).  The silhouette 

showed the Reverend and Mrs. Austen on the left side of a table presenting their son to Mr. and 

Mrs. Thomas Knight who are on the right side of the table.  This image was important because it 

relayed how cordial Edward’s adoption was and that the Austens were pleased their son was 

chosen to become heir to a family of means.  A classmate pointed out another interesting feature 

of this silhouette - the adults are shown playing chess while Edward is ushered in like a human 

pawn; a pawn that will bring a better way of life to all the Austen clan. 

Third, an exterior image of Chawton Great House as it existed in Austen’s lifetime was 

chosen (Fig. 8).  With just a few words added, the image relayed the importance of the 

countryside on Jane’s creative output.  As with Jane’s and Edward’s portraits, these images 

were also printed on lightweight board and suspended from the ceiling by very light cord.   

 

Figure 7 - Silhouette of Edward Austen being presented to the Knight family.  Silhouette, N.d., Chawton House Library, UK. 
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Figure 8 - The Great House and Park at Chawton by Adam Callander.  Gouache on paper, c. 1780.  Chawton House Library, UK. 

 

The remaining visuals for the JARR resided in a display case on the opposite side of the 

room.  This case contained antique novels which provided the visitor examples of various 

design and printing techniques for Jane’s books over the last one hundred years.  The case 

contained one copy of each of Jane’s six novels; each book highlighted a different point of 

interest.  For example, some books contained illustrations created by the Brock Brothers who 

were the first artists to illustrate Jane’s novels (Fig. 9).  The highly-romanticized, Victorian 

images that the Brocks created remain popular today even though they were created nearly one 

hundred years after Jane’s novels were published.  There was also an example of how railway 
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travel changed the production of books, making them more lightweight, portable and less 

expensive.  Together, these examples provided the visitor with a sense of the variety of design, 

visual interpretation and printing methods that were made available in the one hundred years 

following the initial publishing of Jane’s novels.   

 

 

Figure 9 - Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, 1905.   
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Chapter 6 - The Georgian Period Room as Emma’s Home 
 

As the visitor exited the JARR and moved into the adjoining Georgian period room, the 

visitor encountered a room that represented the manifestation of Jane’s imagination and also 

celebrated the two hundredth anniversary of her novel, Emma.  In this room I again utilized 

Michalko’s theory of “opposites” by incorporating sound in the room.   It was my intention to 

make the music quite noticeable, providing a change from the usual quiet in the room.  A 

compendium of classical music was chosen from a CD entitled The Jane Austen Companion; it 

included music “loosely” from Jane’s time period and included composers such as 

Mendelssohn, Haydn and Schubert.  These tasteful instrumental compositions worked well 

with the elegant feel of the Georgian room and featured composers who are still widely known 

and admired by contemporary audiences.   

The pea-green walls, authentic oil paintings and antique furniture of the Georgian room 

was perfectly suited to be a room in Emma Woodhouse’s home (Fig. 10).  This elegant room and 

luxurious furnishings would have been found in homes of great affluence.  Because of Jane’s 

connections with Edward, Jane would have visited many homes with rooms like this one.  What 

identified this room specifically to Emma Woodhouse was the number of material clues 

scattered about the room.    

Since Emma is a kind of detective story, it was appropriate to introduce material clues as 

it offered the visitor an opportunity to locate and identify them.  This provided an entertaining 

reason for the visitor to stay in the room despite the fact they could not technically enter it.  Mia 

provided plenty of leeway for me to decide what types of articles would be scattered 

throughout the room.  Jane was known for not describing much about the physical appearance 

of her characters or the rooms in which the scenes took place so a thorough re-read of Emma 
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was needed to locate tangible artifacts to tell the story.  Soon, specific items presented 

themselves such as textiles, a travel desk, a word game and an amateur portrait of a woman.   

Textiles in the form of Indian shawls were draped over the furniture and represented 

Emma’s father, Mr. Woodhouse.  Mr. Woodhouse was portrayed as a man constantly in fear of 

illness, especially catching a cold; consequently, he kept himself swaddled in shawls throughout 

the novel.  Indian shawls were popular in the early nineteenth century and made a natural 

choice for the installation.  Jane described Mr. Woodhouse as, “…A nervous man, easily 

depressed; fond of every body that he was used to, and hating to part with them; hating change 

of every kind” (Austen 33).  Nicole LaBouff, Mia’s Assistant Curator of Textiles, located and 

purchased the shawls. 

An antique travel desk, similar to the one Jane owned in her lifetime, was placed on top 

of a small table.  Beside it lay a small stack of books and a candlestick.  The travel desk was 

opened and made to look as though someone had been writing a list of books.  Throughout the 

novel, Emma consistently vowed to improve herself through further reading and created lists of 

books to read.  The amusing part was that making lists of books is all Emma did; she never had 

the follow-through to actually read them.  In the novel, Mr. Knightly explains, “Emma has been 

meaning to read more ever since she was twelve years old...I have done with expecting any 

course of steady reading from Emma” (Austen 68). 

In the back of the room, a gaming table was set with reproduction antique-look playing 

cards.  Next to it was a hand-papered box and letters from a word game.  The letters from the 

word game spelled out the word “blunder” on the table.  In Emma, word games played an 

important role as the letters allowed the characters to communicate silently with each other.  

Jane wrote, “Frank Churchill placed a word before Miss Fairfax.  She gave a slight glance round 
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the table, and applied herself to it…The word was discovered, and with a faint smile pushed 

away…The word was blunder; and as Harriet exultingly proclaimed it, there was a blush on 

Jane’s check which gave it a meaning not otherwise ostensible” (Austen 393).  Today, Jane’s 

own set of this letter game is located at the British Library.  To create this reproduction, Mia 

engineered the letters while I hand-papered the box to house them.   

The next clue was a watercolor of a young woman, placed prominently on an easel in 

the front of the room.  This painting represented Emma’s portrait of her friend, Harriet.  In the 

novel, Emma painted the portrait to highlight Harriet’s beauty for the village vicar; Emma 

intended to play matchmaker with these two people.  Jane wrote, “The sitting was altogether 

very satisfactory…She had great confidence of it being in every way a pretty drawing at last, 

and of its filling its destined place with credit to the both – a standing memorial of the beauty of 

one, the skill of the other, and the friendship of both…” (Austen 78).   

When I described what was needed here, I emphasized to Mia that the painting needed 

to look as though it was done by a moderately accomplished artist but not look like a 

masterpiece created by a professional.  Mia fulfilled this request perfectly!  A Mia employee, Bill 

Skodje, who is a painter by hobby but not by profession, heard about the project, was a long-

time Jane Austen fan and volunteered to create the portrait for the installation.  To prepare, 

Skodje re-read Emma and researched painting and mounting techniques used during the time. 

He reproduced the tree in the portrait in the same fashion known to be used by Jane’s sister, 

Cassandra, in her watercolors.  Skodje created five of these portraits in total with all the research 

and production done in his own free time.  I was most appreciative and grateful of Skodje’s 

efforts and have asked him if I may buy the portrait after the exhibit closes as a memento of this 

experience. 
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The wooden barrier that had always been in front of the room was removed and 

replaced with a velvet rope.  A bench for visitor seating was added, making the room more 

approachable even though the visitor was not allowed to walk inside.  Annotated versions of 

Emma were placed in “holsters” at either end of a bench.  This arrangement allowed the visitor 

to sit, read and examine as many details of the room as they wanted.  For those visitors who 

wanted assistance identifying the clues and characters, laminated information bookmarks were 

created and strategically placed in the books and marked the page on which that particular 

material object is mentioned (Fig. 11).   

 

Figure 10 - Mia's Georgian period room re-styled as Emma's home. 
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Figure 11 - Character synopsis and key passage bookmarks in Emma room. 
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The same restrictions regarding hanging signage and use of explanatory labels applied 

to this room as in the JARR; therefore, the same minimalist approach was needed not to damage 

the walls.  There are two visuals in the Emma room.  The first visual introduced the visitor to 

the basics of the novel, Emma.  The second visual, a reproduction landscape portrait of Box Hill, 

was placed at the opposite end of the room (Fig. 12).  An explanatory message was printed 

below the picture that explained the pivotal moment when Emma’s rudeness to the unfortunate 

Miss Bates caused Mr. Knightly to exclaim, “Were she your equal in situation – but, Emma, 

consider how far this is from being the case.  She is poor; she has sunk from the comforts she 

was born to, and, if she live to old age, must probably sink more.  Her situation should secure 

your compassion.  It was badly done, indeed” (Austen 426).  Sufficiently shamed for her bad 

behavior, Emma’s day at Box Hill was disastrous but provided a turning point in Emma’s 

maturity level. 

 

Figure 12 - Box Hill, Surrey by Joseph Mallord William Turner.  Watercolour on paper, c. 1796.  Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London. 
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On the table beneath the picture of Box Hill was a touchable reproduction of the travel 

desk similar to the one Jane’s father bought her for her birthday.  The travel desk was opened 

and filled with writing implements and reproduction letters from Jane; a translation booklet 

was provided nearby.  As most twenty-first-century people would not know what letters 

looked like in Jane’s time, some of the letters were folded while others were opened (Fig. 13).   

There were five reproductions of Jane’s letters included; these letters were significant 

and carefully chosen by me.  I researched what was available at the British Library in London 

and the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York City and chose pieces that presented a 

“snapshot” view of Jane as a well-rounded person.  Each letter presented a different side of 

Jane’s personality: a gossipy sister, a dutiful daughter, a business woman and a successful 

author.   

It was important to me to have the written pieces reproduced in their original form on 

authentic-looking paper.  For example, one letter provided an example of “cross hatch” writing, 

where the writer utilized every space on the paper due to cost, then turned the paper sideways 

and wrote secondary lines on top of the original writing (Fig. 14).  This letter gave the visitor a 

sense of how expensive paper and postage was at that time and implied how important familial 

communication was for Jane.  Jane understood the need to economize but never stopped 

writing to her sister, Cassandra.     

Paper size was an important element of a manuscript called “Profits of my Novels, over 

and above the £600 in the Navy Fives.”  Written on a small scrap of paper that measured 

approximately 9.4 x 11.4cm, this small yet significant piece of paper was written by Jane in 1817 

when her death was imminent (Fig. 15).  In this extremely brief written document, Jane outlined 

what money she was owed from the sale of her books.  Looking at the rather messy writing on 
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this scrap of paper, it was easy to imagine the person who composed it was ill; it is not a 

formally composed piece.  Because the paper contained only the names of Jane’s novels and the 

corresponding money owed, one could envision the urgency that the writer must have felt in 

communicating this important piece of information.  It implied the huge impact Jane’s death 

would have on those she left behind, namely her mother and sister.  I believed this 

compassionate, human touch was something most visitors would find relatable and would be 

one more way to let the visitor know the inhabitants of the past were not so different from us.    

 

Figure 13 - “Letter to Cassandra Austen, Sloan Street” by Jane Austen, 25 April 1811.  MS 36525.  British Library, London. 
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Figure 14 - “Letter to Cassandra Austen” by Jane Austen, 20 and 22 June 1808.  The Pierpont Morgan Library, New York. 
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Figure 15 - “Profits of my novels, over and above the £600 in the Navy Fives” by Jane Austen, c. 1817.  The Pierpont Morgan 
Library, New York. 

 

The remaining visual in the “Emma” room was a display case which contained several 

antique books, most importantly was a first edition of Emma printed in 1816 in three volumes.  

Each volume of Emma was placed in the display case and was opened to show the title page.  

After a few brief explanatory labels were added, the visitor was able to gain an understanding 

of how these pages represented Jane’s ascent to become a published writer and explained the 

significance of such a feat.   
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Volume one was opened to show the publishing year of 1816 which let the visitor know 

that 2016 marks the two hundredth anniversary of Emma (Fig. 16).  This volume also showed 

the author’s credit as “By the Author of Pride and Prejudice.”  This was significant as Jane’s first 

three novels, Sense and Sensibility (1811), Pride and Prejudice (1813) and Mansfield Park (1814), 

were printed as being written “By a Lady.”  The identification of Emma’s author as the same 

person who wrote the popular novel, Pride and Prejudice, signified Jane’s willingness to come 

out of obscurity and take credit for her work.  This volume also showed that John Murray was 

the publisher.   

 

Figure 16 - Emma by Jane Austen, first-edition, 1816. 
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John Murray II was the most famous publisher in England in Jane’s time and published 

works by Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott, both leaders of the Regency literary landscape (Fig. 

17).  Having such a powerful publisher was a mark of prestige.  In November 1815, Jane wrote 

to her sister, Cassandra, about her dealings with Murray and some problems with the printing 

of Emma: 

 We sent the notes however, & I had a most civil one in reply from Mr M.  He is so very 

polite indeed, that is quite overcoming. – The Printers have been waiting for paper – the 

blame is thrown upon the Stationer; but he gives his word that I shall have no farther 

cause for dissatisfaction. – He has lent us Miss Williams & Scott, & says that any book of 

his will always be at my service. – In short, I am soothed & complimented into tolerable 

comfort. 

 

Figure 17 - John Murray II, Publisher.  Photo from the John Murray Archive, National Library of Scotland. 
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This interaction with Murray presented Jane as a competent businesswoman who was 

not afraid to manage her own business transactions and be assertive.  The tone of Jane’s letter 

implied she was quite direct with Murray in addressing a problem and that he resolved the 

issues to Jane’s satisfaction.  Considering the first printing of Emma took place less than three 

weeks after this letter was written, Murray must have followed through with Jane’s direction in 

an expedited manner.  Today, Murray’s famous address of 50 Albermarle Street still stands as it 

did in Jane’s day and is now occupied by John Murray VII.  Jane must have felt great pride 

when she walked through this door (Fig. 18).    

 

 

Figure 18 - John Murray’s business address at 50 Albemarle Street, London. 
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The second volume was opened to a dedication page naming the Prince Regent, later 

George IV (Fig. 19).  This dedication was a prestigious endorsement and was a significant mark 

that denoted the popularity of Jane amongst the elite.   

 

 

Figure 19 - Emma by Jane Austen, first-edition, 1816. 
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Written accounts of Jane’s interaction with the Prince Regent’s librarian, clergyman 

James Stanier Clarke, still exist.  Clarke wrote to Jane a short time before publication of Emma 

and invited her to visit Carlton House, one of the Prince’s residences (Fig. 20).  In this meeting, 

Clarke informed Jane that the Prince Regent was a fan of her work and held copies of her novels 

at each of his residences.  Clarke relayed His Royal Highness’ permission for Jane to dedicate 

Emma to the Prince.  This proposal was more of a command than a request and, although Jane 

had little respect for the Prince, she was savvy enough to not refuse. 

On the more amusing side, Clarke was bold enough to suggest a story for Jane’s next 

novel in which the protagonist would be a well-meaning clergyman who would be modeled on 

himself.  Later letters that passed between Jane and Clarke showed Jane’s polite but firm refusal 

to accommodate Clarke’s request.  Afterwards, Jane wrote a mocking satire entitled “Plan of a 

novel, according to hints from various quarters” which was included in the reproduction letters 

at Mia.  In this manuscript, Jane teasingly created an outline of a melodrama for the 

entertainment of her family members.  In a ridiculing manner, Jane wrote the clergyman as a 

histrionic character with a fictional daughter: 

…the poor Father, quite worn down, finding his end approaching, throws himself on the 

Ground, and after 4 or 5 hours of tender advice and parental Admonition to his 

miserable Child, expires in a fine burst of Literary Enthusiasm, intermingled with 

Invectives against holders of Tithes. 

Also of interest, Clarke is known to have drawn an illustration of an elegantly dressed 

woman in his Friendship Book.  This illustration was undated and unidentified but many 

scholars claim it to be a portrait of Jane on the day she visited Carlton House and met Clarke; 

there is much evidence to prove this claim.  In the essay, James Stanier Clarke’s Portrait of Jane 
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Austen, Joan Klingel Ray provided compelling evidence to support the claim that the woman in 

this portrait is Jane although the National Portrait Gallery in London has yet to agree (Fig. 21).  

As evidence, Ray pointed to forensic testing that matched facial features and letters Jane wrote 

that matched the clothing choices in the portrait.  Extensive proof was offered and included the 

pigmented spots on the woman’s face, a sign of Addison’s disease, the condition which 

ultimately killed Jane.  If the woman in the portrait is accepted as Jane, it provides further 

evidence of Jane’s sophistication level.  This presentation was a far cry from the dour person 

Cassandra portrayed years earlier.   

When explored and considered together, the information in the title pages of Emma 

present Jane as a woman who had moved from an enigmatic, country village writer to a 

professional author; one who competently dealt with some of the most famous and infamous 

men in England.  It is compelling evidence of personal growth and confidence. 

 

Figure 20 - Carlton House, London.  Image from Ackermann's Repository 1809 
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Figure 21 - Jane Austen (unverified image) by James Stanier Clarke.  Watercolour and pencil, N.d. 
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Chapter 7 - Transcending Time Using Modern Methods 

 
Amongst all the approaches used to make this installation unique, one of the most 

significant was the creation of short video documentary pieces featuring the people who 

preserve Jane’s legacy.  There are three videos in total:  Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room, 

Jane Austen’s World and The Jane Austen Society of North America. 

The Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room video, narrated by Gillian Dow, was created 

to introduce the JARR to the museum visitor (Fig. 22).  It was a scripted piece that I constructed.  

I wrote the initial message, then gave it to Dow who made minor alterations to make the 

language sound more British and natural coming from her.  The script was then passed by Mia 

personnel who made sure the message reflected their goals for the room.  None of the 

alterations significantly changed the content.   

Once the script was finalized, I met Dow in Louisville, Kentucky, at the Jane Austen 

Society of North America’s (JASNA) 2015 Annual General Meeting to shoot the video.  Dow 

and I met in the wee hours of the morning at a hotel with a professional film crew I hired to 

shoot the video.  The shoot had many challenges – the film crew was not moving quickly 

enough for our tight timeframe, the noise from a nearby breakfast meeting was audible, Dow 

had not memorized her script and there was not a teleprompter available.  It was a nerve-

wracking experience and left me unsure we had enough usable footage.  Afterwards, I went 

through the footage second-by-second; I chose key spots in the video to intersperse images of 

Jane, her manuscripts and the exterior of Chawton House Library to cover any unsuitable 

footage (Fig. 23).  After much editing, the video presented well, especially when the music was 

added.  I chose the theme music from the 2009 British Broadcasting Company (BBC) movie, 

Emma.  This transaction was also fraught with challenges; it took some amount of time and 
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effort to negotiate with the BBC to license the music for one year.  Despite many obstacles, I 

believed this music was the best choice and added the emotion to the welcome message so I 

was determined to make it work.   

 

 

Figure 22 - Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room video featuring Dr. Gillian Dow of Chawton House Library. 
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(half-body shot of Gillian) Hello and welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room here at the Minneapolis 

Institute of Art.  I am Dr. Gillian Dow, Executive Director of Chawton House Library, located in southern 

England, in Jane Austen’s own county Hampshire (map – stock image (use as previous edit), opening 

with the word “Hampshire” and then sweeping up the map).  Chawton House was the estate of Jane 

Austen’s brother, (portrait of Edward – A002C030-15082875 or A002C031-1508285V  - linger on portrait a 

bit longer) Edward Knight, and a place that Jane Austen herself often visited when she lived in the village 

between 1809 and 1817 (A002C068-1508285T – blur the words “car park” – the focus should be to capture 

the top part showing “Hampshire Chawton” and that Chawton House and Jane’s house are near each 

other).  Today (front drive of CHL - A002C050-1508280V fading into A002C041-150828FD - -sweeping 

view that includes sheep, church steeple and side view of house) it serves the public as a library devoted 

to women’s writing, and an archive of early editions of works by Jane Austen herself.   

As you step inside these two rooms, you will experience Mia’s two English period rooms (half-body shot 

of Gillian) in a very different way.  In the first room, (reading nook – A001C015) you are invited to sit, be 

comfortable and (books on shelves without ladder) read books that Jane Austen wrote and works by 

other writers that inspired her.  In the adjoining Georgian room, (Emma book opened – A002C008-

150828AA)  you can see the manifestation of Austen’s imagination in a display that brings to life elements 

from her famous  novel, Emma, published in December 1815, and therefore currently celebrating its 200th 

anniversary.   

(half-body shot of Gillian) In exploring creativity such as (Brock colour illustrations from Emma– stock 

images) Jane Austen’s, we find invention –invention that has given us characters that remain popular 200 

years after they were created.  We find tenacity (quill writing on paper – stock image) – an inward resolve 

that Jane Austen possessed to live her life in writing, and to have her novels published (manuscript – 

stock images) despite the adversity she sometimes faced.  Certainly, Jane Austen (portrait – stock image) 

had a spark of creative genius that few of us could claim to have. Her choice to become a novelist, 

however, (half-body shot of Gillian) took hard work and perseverance, and it took commitment.  (moving 

view of garden gates and flower shots) She’s an inspiration to us all to pursue our own calling with 

passion. And every time I reread her, I’m struck by how relevant I find her themes today.  

(desk and quill in cottage) It is obvious to all those who know Jane Austen’s letters and novels well that 

she read like a potential professional author from her childhood, (books on shelves) responding to the 

latest fashionable fiction (half-body shot of Gillian) and looking for what she could use in her own novels. 

(silhouette of Jane – stock image) She read and laughed, marveled, scorned and indeed criticized – I 

would not have liked to have been on the (half-body shot of Gillian) receiving end of a letter from Jane 

Austen’s pen about my own writing.  (Mia Bldg – stock image) We invite you to join us in the Jane 

Austen Reading Room at the Minneapolis Institute of Art and experience this remarkable author at your 

own pace and inspire the writer in you.   

Music:  Emma soundtrack.  

“Main Titles” - :58 in length.  Gilllian’s title should sweep onto screen as music sweeps.  “The Seaside” – 
1:40 in length.  The same song but at a different tempo.  Should take the viewer through the remainder of 
the script. 

Figure 23 - Introduction script and editing notes for Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room video. 
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In addition to the Welcome to the Jane Austen Reading Room video, I created two 

documentaries.  The goal of these short films was to further explore and celebrate some of the 

people who devote their careers and free time to studying Jane Austen’s novels.  The concept 

originated as I moved through the process of creating the installation; the more I discovered 

about these scholars and enthusiasts, the more I wanted a way to showcase their scholarly 

knowledge and enthusiasm.  Film was an ideal way to provide an outlet for their stories and 

culminated in a series of interviews. 

To allow the Janites to speak for themselves, I kept my interview questions basic.  For 

example, I asked each interviewee:  How were you introduced to Jane Austen and her novels?  

What about Jane’s novels captured your interest?  Why is Jane Austen still so relevant today?  

As expected, the answers I received were anything but superficial; the responses were 

animated, thoughtful and wholehearted.  The human warmth of the people interviewed on-

camera offered an ideal way to bring the past forward.   

The first documentary produced was entitled Jane Austen’s World (Fig. 24).  It was a short 

three-minute video that contained interviews of the professionals who work at Chawton House 

Library and the Jane Austen House Museum in Hampshire England.  To begin this process, I 

contacted both these institutions months in advance to gain access to their facilities and 

explored who would be interested in speaking about their job in preserving Jane’s legacy.  The 

response was quite positive and culminated in an interview with Darren Bevin, Head Librarian, 

and Sarah Parry, Learning and Visitor Manager, both from Chawton House Library (Fig. 25).  

As well, Mary Guyatt, Head Curator from the Jane Austen House Museum and Louise West, a 

Heritage Consultant agreed to speak on-camera.   
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To prepare, I hired a film crew based in London whom I met at Chawton House Library 

very early on an August morning (Fig. 26).  Much to my surprise, the staff at both institutions 

were extremely accommodating; we filmed all day until past sunset with no break times.  This 

day was one of the best learning experiences I have ever had.  Having these respected 

institutions open their doors for my project was invigorating.  Because this was the first video 

shot, it was my first experience solely managing a film crew.  I had only one day to obtain all 

the interviews and footage needed so the day required unflinching patience, good 

communication and management skills.  Simultaneously, I needed to ensure the comfort level 

of the people being interviewed and adhere to the time frames of the institutions.  After the 

shoot, the footage was sent to Los Angeles for editing and the result was fantastic!   

 

Figure 24 - Jane Austen's World video title page. 
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Figure 25 - Jane Austen's World interviewee, Dr. Darren Bevin of Chawton House Library. 

 

 

Figure 26 - London-based film crew at Chawton House Library. 
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The second documentary produced was entitled The Jane Austen Society of North America 

and was filmed over three days at JASNA’s Annual General Meeting held in Louisville, 

Kentucky during October 2015 (Fig. 27).  There were eighteen people interviewed and hundreds 

of others filmed throughout the conference (Fig. 28).  The video is approximately twelve 

minutes long and presented a picture of this lively conference attended by over eight hundred 

people from different parts of the world.  Those interviewed were from all walks of life and 

included scholars, doctors, lawyers and even a couple of rocket scientists from NASA (Fig. 29).  

I asked them basic questions about their relationship with Jane and how they viewed Jane’s 

relevance today.  These interviews were edited and combined with footage that showed the vast 

array of scholarly and social activities at the conference (Fig. 30, 31).  Attending this conference 

and meeting these people was incredibly interesting and unlike anything I had ever 

experienced.  Of great interest to me was the Regency ball that was held the final night.  This 

event included live music from Jane’s time and costumed participants who danced the night 

away.  Some of the best footage came when my cameraman positioned himself in the middle of 

the dance floor and asked the attendees to dance around him (Fig. 32, 33).   

 

Figure 27 - Jane Austen Society of North America (JASNA) video title page. 
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Figure 28 - JASNA interviewee, Dr. Joceylyn Harris. 

 

 

Figure 29 - Filming JASNA video interviews. 
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Figure 30 - JASNA conference attendees between lectures. 

 

Figure 31 - Filming costumed Regency-period Store at JASNA. 
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Figure 32 - JASNA attendees at the Regency Ball. 

 

Figure 33 - Filming the Regency ball. 
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The Jane Austen Society of North America video has been used on many websites, both 

personal and academic, here in the United States and as far away as New Zealand.  Mia 

promoted this video and presented it on 16 February 2016 as a precursor to a screening of the 

movie Clueless, a modern interpretation of Emma released in 1995.   The screening took place in 

the Pillsbury Auditorium and was followed by a question and answer session in which the 

audience was invited to ask me questions on the making of this film.  It was thrilling to see my 

production played on Mia’s large screen and hear the audible responses of the audience (Fig. 

34).  This event drew approximately two hundred people.  The public speaking experience was 

new to me and forced me to stretch my comfort zone.   

 

Figure 34 - Premier Showing of JASNA film at Mia, February 2016. 
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The interest in these short films prompted me to create a production company I entitled 

“Curly Tail Productions” (CTP).  To form this company, I consulted an entertainment attorney, 

distributed legal agreements to all the people who wanted to use the video and created a 

website for the production company which can be found at:  www.curlytailproductions.com.     

This website houses all of the videos mentioned in this paper in addition to radio, print and 

web promotional pieces related to the project.   It is my hope to continue to produce more 

educational videos under this production company name.   

 

 

Figure 35 - Video end page, Curly Tail Productions, LLC. 

  

http://www.curlytailproductions.com/
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Chapter 8 – Looking Back and Moving Forward 

 

The completion of this interdisciplinary project resulted in an increased awareness of the 

connected nature of people and how others’ circumstances affect our own lives.  By looking at 

my research and the Mia period room project as a full landscape, I gained a better 

understanding of Jane’s connection with Edward, the consequences of that relationship and was 

able to curate Mia’s period room installation in a unique way that appealed to a vast audience; I 

was able to shape the information and relay it to museum visitors in a fully realized context, 

creating greater meaning.     

Why is Jane still so popular after two hundred years?  For this answer, I looked to the video 

interviews I created.  Some interviewees claimed that Jane resonates because “her novels dealt 

with universal themes of marriage, love, money.”  Another scholar believed Jane is still popular 

because she had a natural gift for “invention and tenacity.”  Other interviewees pointed to 

Jane’s sense of humor and gift for storytelling. Sandy Lerner, founder of Cisco Systems and the 

woman who saved Edward’s Chawton Estate from destruction and turned it into the Chawton 

House Library, answered this question with her own series of questions, “What does Mozart 

give young musicians of today?  How do you count genius?”  The common thread amongst 

most Jane scholars was best expressed by Jane Austen’s World interviewee, Louise West.  In our 

on-camera interview, Louise stated that Jane’s popularity endures because “We recognize 

ourselves in her characters and identify with different characters at different periods of our 

lives.”    

So how did Jane create these endurable characters and stories when her own life was short 

and confined?  To find answers to this question, I looked to Jane’s letters and the title pages of 
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Emma.  The first thing I learned is that this question was flawed.  Indeed, it is true that Jane’s life 

was short by most people’s standards; but, her life was not confined.  Jane’s letters tell the story 

of a woman who read, traveled and spent time with an affluent echelon of English society.  Her 

letters not only portray Jane’s rich personal relationships but also her life as a professional 

author and, when combined with the information found in the title pages of Emma, a competent 

business woman.  Jane successfully dealt with powerful men and kept true to her own path.  

She did not concede when the Prince’s librarian requested her next novel be about him; 

likewise, she confronted her publisher, Murray, when printing problems arose with Emma and 

handled the issues herself.  I am convinced that by the time Emma was published, Jane had 

taken charge of her life and career as an author.  As JASNA interviewee Kim Wilson pointed 

out, “Jane made her own decisions for her own self and lived her own life as she wanted to; in 

Jane we see the beginnings of the modern woman.”      

What personal relationships did Jane have in her life to help her become a published 

author?  It is accepted amongst scholars that Jane was fairly educated, encouraged and loved; 

these traits were not necessarily common for girls at that time indicating she had a close and 

supportive family.  What was more surprising was the extent Jane’s connection with her brother 

Edward had on her productivity as an artist.  Certainly, Edward’s wealth afforded Jane comfort 

in terms of her own home; however, Edward’s role went so much further.  Before Edward’s 

intervention in Jane’s life, Jane had already experienced a comfortable life and also a life of 

reduced circumstances.  What her relationship with Edward added was an understanding of an 

elite way of life.  This experience allowed Jane to competently portray people of different social 

and economic groups in her novels.  This was highly unusual in Jane’s time because people did 

not quit the sphere in which they were born; therefore, her view of community was wider than 
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that of most people and she was able to relay these layers of society in her novels, a new feature 

at that time. 

This provides the crux of the impact of Jane’s relationship with Edward.  Their connection 

caused Jane to look at life through a larger lens than most of her contemporaries.  This larger 

lens affected both her personal and professional life; it propelled her to take alternate paths to 

happiness and the confidence to skirt the fringe of acceptable behavior for women at that time.   

Today, we not only have Jane’s books, we also have dozens of movies, organizations, 

publications and websites that discuss Jane and her work.  Because my own introduction to Jane 

was through the movie Sense and Sensibility, the new critical question that emerged from this 

project is why Jane is not a mandatory part of high school curriculum reading in the USA.  Had 

I never seen that movie, I may never have explored Jane, or perhaps even enrolled in a graduate 

program.  This is demonstrative of the far-reaching, and sometimes unexpected, effects of 

popular media and how its power can be harnessed and reworked to create unique experiences.  

It is possible to bring the past forward in a way that interests not only academicians but also the 

public, thereby creating new audiences.  This is significant because the interdisciplinary 

methods I used to create the installation at Mia are adaptable; the same approach could be used 

to highlight other writers in a variety of public forums such as libraries and historic houses, 

providing a new purpose for museum period rooms and a renewed relevancy for classic 

literature.   

Above all else, I have learned that most of us are composites of many relationships, 

connections and experiences.  The relationships and the privileges we each experience are 

partially a matter of luck and partially of our own making.  I have made the most of my time at 

the University of Minnesota pursing a Master of Liberal Studies degree; likewise, I have also 
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made the most of the wonderful opportunity afforded to me by Mia.  Like Jane, I have widened 

my lens, explored what was unknown and have emerged at the end of my journey all the better 

for it.    
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